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Germany in the shadows Forged in the chaos ... ... of the Awakening and the Euro-Wars, the

German Alliance is a land torn by strife, rebellion, political turmoil and powerful magic. From the

towering glass-and-chrome skyscrapers of Frankfurt to the anarchy of Berlin, from the Green War

camps of the Rhine-Ruhr megaplex to the Troll Kingdom of the Black Forest, 21st-century Germany

teems with opportunities and unseen dangers for the shadowrunner. The Germany Sourcebook is a

Shadowrun game supplement that describes the politics, society, economics, and shadowworld of

Germany, 2054.
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Continuing my Shadowrun kick, I picked this up on the cheap. It's a really interesting book in part

that it was written by German fans for themselves, and then FASA published it later. It's a pure

information book, with tons of SR info. on the Allied German States. It has several maps, as well as

full color ads.While it's set in 2054, it's very useful to have to know more about the AGS. To my

knowledge, a book of this depth has not been released for SR4, so pick it up - plenty of cheap

options are out there.

I really like the fact that the Germany sourcebook expands on the way people can play the game as

far as I'm concerned FASA should release many more books like this to break free of the same old

seattle run thing. New locations make new enemies and it also means that it encourages better

roleplaying amongst players.
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